ELEMENTARY EDUCATION SOCIAL STUDIES
Plan Requirements

Campus: UMICH  RG = Requirement Group
Career: UEDU    RQ = Requirement
Program: 00006  LN = Line
Plan: 2630ABD/2630BSD
Subplan: SOCSTUMN

RG 3742(BA)/ 3801(BS)     SOCIAL STUDIES TEACHING MINOR CORE
Effective SP05/1530 (05/03/2005)

RQ 3714   Required Courses for Social Studies Teaching Minor
Effective SP05/1530 (05/03/2005)
  LN 0010 - EDUC 431
  LN 0020 - ECON 101
  LN 0030 - GEOG 111 and 245
  LN 0040 - HISTORY 160 and 161
  LN 0050 - POLSCI 111
  LN 0060 - Electives in ECON, GEOG, HISTORY and POLSCI as needed to
            complete minimum hours in the teaching minor

RQ 3738   Total Hours and GPA Requirement for Social Studies Teaching
Minor
Effective SP05/1530 (05/03/2005)
  LN 0010 - Minimum 24 hours in the teaching minor
  LN 0020 - Minimum 2.0 GPA in the teaching minor